On the Living Lab Day we’re offering guided tours (in groups of 10-20 participants) of our four differently featured laboratories – the Living Labs. Within the general inHaus-tour, which is guided by our student assistants, you get an insight into the different laboratories. The scientific tour is guided by our research assistants. Our laboratories are being set up and further developed by several Fraunhofer Institutes and about 80 business partners.

OFFERED TOURS

Tour of the laboratories: Duration: Expense allowance per group:

GENERAL TOURS:
- Hospital Engineering 1 hour 100 €
- Hospital Engineering and Health & Care 1.5 hours 150 €

SCIENTIFIC TOURS:
- Energy and Facility 1.5 hours 300 €

DATES

10 am - 6:30 pm January 21st, May 26th, November 17th

CONTACT

To book a tour, please contact: Empfang-Inhaus@ims.fraunhofer.de

For further information on the Living Lab Day 2019 and the Fraunhofer-inHaus-Center, visit: www.inhaus.fraunhofer.de